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A B S T R A C T

Evaluation of the structural connectivity (SC) of the brain based on tractography has mainly focused on the choice of diffusion model, tractography algorithm, and
their respective parameter settings. Here, we systematically validate SC derived from a post mortem monkey brain, while varying key acquisition parameters such as the
b-value, gradient angular resolution and image resolution. As gold standard we use the connectivity matrix obtained invasively with histological tracers by Markov
et al. (2014). As performance metric, we use cross entropy as a measure that enables comparison of the relative tracer labeled neuron counts to the streamline counts
from tractography. We ﬁnd that high angular resolution and high signal-to-noise ratio are important to estimate SC, and that SC derived from low image resolution
(1.03 mm3) are in better agreement with the tracer network, than those derived from high image resolution (0.53 mm3) or at an even lower image resolution (2.03
mm3). In contradiction, sensitivity and speciﬁcity analyses suggest that if the angular resolution is sufﬁcient, the balanced compromise in which sensitivity and
speciﬁcity are identical remains 60–64% regardless of the other scanning parameters. Interestingly, the tracer graph is assumed to be the gold standard but by
thresholding, the balanced compromise increases to 70–75%. Hence, by using performance metrics based on binarized tracer graphs, one risks losing important
information, changing the performance of SC graphs derived by tractography and their dependence of different scanning parameters.

1. Introduction
Tractography based on diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI)
is a unique non-invasive tool for studying both speciﬁc brain connections
(i.e. tracts), as well as their contribution to the structural brain network
(i.e. structural connectivity (SC)), the so-called connectome (Hagmann,
2005; Sporns et al., 2005) and to the brain’s structural organisation
(Craddock et al., 2013; Le Bihan and Johansen-Berg, 2012; Toga et al.,
2006; Van Essen et al., 2014). Analyzing whole brain SC using graph
theoretic measures has been useful for classiﬁcation of healthy and
diseased subjects (Iturria-Medina, 2013). When using tractography to
study speciﬁc tracts, diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) (Basser et al., 1994;
Pierpaoli et al., 1996) or other local microstructural estimates can be
related to clinical scores (Giorgio et al., 2010), brain maturation and
ageing (Bennett et al., 2010; Lebel et al., 2008). Furthermore,

tractography enables parcellation of the cortex (Ambrosen et al., 2014;
Anwander et al., 2007; Baldassano et al., 2015; Fan et al., 2016; Parisot
et al., 2016) or subcortical structures based on SC (Behrens et al., 2003a;
Wiegell et al., 2003).
The estimation of the brain’s structural organisation consists of a
comprehensive data processing pipeline (Jones et al., 2013; Jones and
Cercignani, 2010; Qi et al., 2015). All the methodological choices and
parameter settings potentially affect the estimation of the brain connections and have an impact on the resultant SC. These include acquisition settings of dMRI (e.g b-value, angular resolution, image resolution
and the resulting signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)), correction of
acquisition-related artefacts (motion, susceptibility, etc.), local ﬁber
reconstruction from dMRI (model selection), and tractography (algorithm selection, number of streamlines, curvature threshold, step length,
deﬁnition of seeding strategy and target regions, etc.), as well as choices
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angular resolution and b-value affect the ﬁnal connectome. Furthermore,
the effects of streamline count threshold, seeding strategy, number of
acquisitions versus SNR and the integration step-length in the tractography algorithm are quantiﬁed. The generated connectomes across
different combinations of parameters are validated by comparison to the
state-of-the-art 91  29 tract tracing graph of the macaque brain generated using retrograde tracers (Markov et al. (2014)). In the comparison,
cross entropy is used as a performance metric measure of correspondence
in addition to sensitivity and speciﬁcity, where the tracer graph is
assumed to be the ground truth.

in the post-tractography stage (streamline count thresholding, normalization, etc.). Tractography only indirectly relates to physiological properties of the axonal connections, such as conduction velocity, delays and
directionality. It does not map individual axon projections as with
neuronal tracers (Dyrby et al., 2018). Instead, brain connections are
based on streamlines that are drawn in a stepwise manner by following
the orientation of voxelwise anisotropic proﬁles expressing local ﬁber
architecture captured by dMRI (cell and axon density and directions).
Several studies have shown that this indirect, but non-invasive ﬁber
tracking of the brain network is challenged by the generation of multiple
false-positive connections (de Reus and van den Heuvel, 2013; Dyrby
et al., 2007; Kn€
osche et al., 2015; Maier-Hein et al., 2017; Thomas et al.,
2014). The ISMRM 2015 tractography challenge based on a human brain
phantom with ground truth-connections revealed how dependent the
tractography results are on the individual processing steps. Also, it
showed how the bottlenecks, i.e. spatially narrow regions through which
more connections are projected, are the main source of false positives
(Maier-Hein et al., 2017). Thus, validation of the derived SC is of great
importance (Fornito et al., 2013). Nevertheless, a vast amount of tractography studies demonstrate its potential for studying the structural
organisation of both the healthy (Gong et al., 2009; Robinson et al., 2010;
Wen et al., 2011) and the diseased brain (Jahanshad et al., 2015; Lo et al.,
2010; Shu et al., 2011; Skudlarski et al., 2010; Zalesky et al., 2011).
Although all methodological choices and parameter settings in the tractography affect the derived SC, another important factor is how the underlying axonal information is represented in the dMRI dataset given the
selected scanning parameters, and how it inﬂuences the SC analysis.
(Fornito et al., 2013).
Until now, validation studies of SC have focused on the tractography
methods and their cross-comparison, both for extracting speciﬁc tracts,
their exact projections and for networks (Bastiani et al., 2012; Caiafa and
Pestilli, 2017; Dyrby et al., 2007; Thomas et al., 2014; Villalon-Reina
et al., 2016), as well as the inﬂuence of tractography-speciﬁc parameters,
such as FA threshold (Azadbakht et al., 2015; Bastiani et al., 2012;
Dauguet et al., 2007), curvature threshold (Azadbakht et al., 2015;
Bastiani et al., 2012; Dauguet et al., 2007), integration step length
(Dauguet et al., 2007), and probabilistic thresholding (Bastiani et al.,
2012). Previous studies have tested how different parameters affect the
estimated connectome. This has been done either by investigating how
different graph measures, such as graph density, shortest paths, etc., are
affected (Bastiani et al., 2012), or by studying the variations between the
SC based upon by tractography (Gigandet et al., 2013; Jones, 2004;
Zalesky et al., 2012, 2010; Zhan et al., 2012) and in the individual estimated WM tracts (Berman et al., 2013; Gigandet et al., 2013; Vos et al.,
2016). Alternatively, tractography has been validated by comparison to
histological tracer studies, either by comparing speciﬁc tracts (Azadbakht
et al., 2015) or by comparing the SC with a network obtained using
invasive tracers (Azadbakht et al., 2015; Calabrese et al., 2015; Donahue
et al., 2016; van den Heuvel et al., 2015). Invasive tracers can be used to
verify both the connectivity (i.e. whether or not two regions are connected) and the projection (i.e. the route and shape of the tract). In
validation studies, the quality of the dMRI data is often commended to be
a possible factor to improve the resultant SC. However, studies investigating the impact of key data acquisition parameters, i.e., angular resolution, b-value and spatial image resolution, on the derived connectome
are still limited. For example, Schilling et al. (2017) ﬁnd that the estimated number of crossing ﬁbers increase with increased spatial resolution and recommend to focus on SNR, angular resolution and b-value.
Zhan et al. (2012) show that the ﬁnal connectome is affected by spatial
and angular resolutions, but do not validate the estimated connectomes.
Here, we provide an extensive validation of the impact of such key
data acquisition parameters using an ex vivo acquisition setup in the
macaque brain. Estimation of SC in post mortem brains has been shown to
be a good model for human brain SC, as long as the b-value is adjusted to
the lower diffusivity ex vivo (D’Arceuil et al., 2007; Dyrby et al., 2011;
Sun et al., 2005). Speciﬁcally, we quantify how spatial image resolution,

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Animals
One post mortem brain from a male Rhesus macaque (M105) was
scanned using dMRI. The animal was 4 years and 10 months old and
weighed 10.1 kg at the time of perfusion. M105 was perfused and ﬁxed at
Oxford University (see Ahmed et al. (2012) for the perfusion protocol).
When the brain was removed from the skull (post mortem), two approx.
10 mm deep incisions were made in the brain tissue of the occipital lobe
in the left hemisphere, which cut the white matter tract to the occipital
region, see Fig. S1. Since the tract was cut post mortem, the integrity of the
axons around the disruption was not affected. The incision can be seen on
high image resolution MRI. Despite the incision, the left hemisphere was
included in the analyses as an additional validation of our setup,
expecting it to be in less agreement with the tracer graph than the fully
intact hemisphere. At lower image resolutions the increased partial volume effect (PVE) will be used to illustrate how PVE and image resolution
can affect measurements of SC. All animal procedures were carried out in
accordance with Home Ofﬁce (UK) Regulations and European Union
guidelines (EU directive 86/609/EEC; EU Directive, 2010/63/EU).
2.2. MRI acquisition
Imaging of the ex vivo monkey brain was performed on an experimental 4.7 T Agilent scanner with a quadrature volume RF coil and a
maximum gradient strength of 600 mT/m. Free ﬁxative was washed out
to increase T2, using phosphate buffer following the preparation stages
according to the setup in (Dyrby et al., 2011). The brain was placed in a
sealed plastic bag with minimal phosphate buffered saline (PBS) surrounding the brain tissue and stabilized to room temperature before
scanning. Using a mechanically stable setup, the brain was placed in the
middle of the volume coil. To ensure constant temperature while scanning, a constant ﬂow of room temperature air around the brain was used,
and the temperature was measured at the end of the magnet. To ensure
removal of any short-term mechanic and thermal instabilities, a diffusion
weighted pre-scan with a duration of 18 h was acquired (Dyrby et al.,
2011). The scanning protocol used a pulsed gradient spin-echo sequence
with single-line readout. Whole-brain coverage and high image resolution with isotropic 0.53 mm3 voxels was obtained with a matrix size of
128  256, ﬁeld-of-view: 64  128 mm2, 91 slices. Three shells with
different b-values were acquired: b ¼ [1477, 4102, 8040] s/mm2 by
varying the gradient strength, G ¼ [150, 250, 350] mT/m and keeping
constant gradient length delta ¼ 8 m s, gradient separation
DELTA ¼ 17 m s as well as the echo time TE ¼ 30 m s. In terms of signal
attenuation, the b-values for ex vivo can roughly be translated to in vivo
as ~800, ~1000 and ~3000 s/mm2. The relationship is determined from
estimations of the WM diffusion coefﬁcient in vivo versus ex vivo (Dyrby
et al., 2018; Dyrby et al., 2011; D’Arceuil et al., 2007; Sun et al., 2005).
The number of b ¼ 0 s/mm2 i.e. b0 per shell are 3. The repetition time
was TR ¼ [8000, 7900, 8600] ms. Each b-value was acquired using a
shell that included in total 180 directions, generated by using electrostatic dipole repulsion (Jones, 2004). The 180 shell was designed to
include a subset of 20 and 60 uniformly distributed directions; Firstly, 20
uniformly distributed directions were generated. These were held ﬁxed
2
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2.3. Data pre-processing

and 40 additional directions were generated such that in total 60 directions were approximately uniformly distributed. The same procedure
was applied when generating in total 180 directions by keeping the
optimally distributed 60 directions ﬁxed. The protocol was repeated 3
times for the 20 directions protocol and 2 times for the 60 and 180 directions protocols. The total scan time was about 15.3 days. The data sets
including raw dMRI and processed surfaces can be downloaded from
Danish Research Centre for Magenetic Resonance (DRCMR)
(http://drcmr.dk/map-datasets) and from the White Matter Microscopy
Database (https://osf.io/yp4qg/).

Visual quality inspection of the ex vivo dMRI dataset revealed no need
for any post-processing such as distortion correction or registration. A
brain mask was generated by averaging all diffusion-weighted images
(i.e. excluding b0), followed by thresholding, binarizing, and subsequently manual editing using FSLview. A mean b0 was generated from all
the b0’s and used for the generation of surfaces deﬁning target and seed
regions in the tractography. See Fig. 1 for the outline of the data
processing.

Fig. 1. Outline of the data processing. The top area with the beige background shows the processing of the F99 atlas: brain extraction of the T1-weigthed image and
co-registration to Paxinos reference space. Furthermore, nonlinear warping of the midcortical surface in F99 space to Paxinos reference space. The middle area with
light grey background shows the MRI processing. A brain mask is derived from the DWIs and is used in the tractography. The non-DWIs (b0s) are averaged and
inverted to imitate a T1-weighted image and linear and non-linear registrated to the Paxinos reference space. WM, midcortical and GM surfaces are extracted from the
inverted b0-image in Paxinos reference space. Lastly, the F99 midcortical surface in native diffusion space are matched to the three surfaces in native diffusion space to
yield the ﬁnal surfaces in native diffusion space. The bottom area with dark grey background shows the processing of the M132 parcellation. First, it is registered to the
F99 atlas space and secondly warped to native diffusion space.
3
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via the b0 mid-cortical surface and the inherent correspondence obtained
from the FACE process. Coherent labels were ensured by morphologically
removing any label-wise “salt-and-pepper noise” in the mapped parcellation. Since no vertices on the native WM surface were assigned to the
piriform region, this region was excluded and only the 90  29 tracer
graph was used in the analysis.

2.3.1. Generation of different image resolutions
In Dyrby et al. (2014) we acquired different image resolutions and
experienced that the image grid is not guaranteed to be the same across
image resolutions. This introduces a risk for different PVE’s especially at
the interface between tracts that can inﬂuence tractography comparisons. Therefore, low image resolution dMRI datasets with 1.03 and 2.03
mm3 isotropic image resolution were generated as post-processing by
linearly down-sampling the acquired high-resolution image datasets with
a factor of 8 and 64 using the FSL tool (Jenkinson et al., 2012; Smith
et al., 2004; Woolrich et al., 2009). The sampling of a 2n factor ensures
that new voxels were centred on the grid of original voxels, emulating the
exact acquisition of that spatial image resolution. We use a linear interpolation which does not introduce blurring, as typically seen for higher
order interpolation methods (Dyrby et al., 2015). The image resolutions
of the ex vivo monkey investigated are then 0.53, 1.03 and 2.03 mm3.
Assuming a volume ratio of 13 times between the human and macaque
brain, the corresponding image resolutions in the human brain will
roughly be ~1.23, ~2.33 and ~4.73 mm3.

2.5. Tractography
The ﬁber orientation distributions were estimated using FSL’s bedpostX algorithm allowing up to three crossing ﬁbers per voxel (Jbabdi
et al., 2013; Behrens et al., 2007; Jbabdi et al., 2013). Probabilistic
tractography was performed in native space, using the algorithm
implemented in FSL’s probtrackx2 (Behrens et al., 2007; 2003b). In the
tractography, a step length of ¼ voxel size, i.e. 0.125 mm and 0.25 mm
for the spatial resolution of 0.53 mm3 and 1.03 mm3 respectively, was
used as is common practice (Jbabdi et al., 2013; Thomas et al., 2014)
along with a curvature constraint of 80 . The maximum number of steps
was adjusted based on the step length to ensure that the maximum
streamline length was well above the size of the brain. Two different
seeding strategies were applied, WM seeding and GM seeding. In WM
seeding, the thresholded WM probability map was used as seed mask. All
voxels were seeded with 2000 streamlines and only those streamlines
that intersected the WM-GM surface at two locations were kept. For
further details on the choice of the number of streamlines, see Fig. S2 and
(Ambrosen et al., 2014). In GM seeding, 5000 streamlines were initiated
in each vertex of the WM-GM surface and streamlines that reached
another vertex of the WM-GM surface were kept. For both seed strategies,
an exclusion mask including subcortical structures was created from the
template, and the ventricles generated by segmenting CSF from the mean
b0 image using FSL’s FAST algorithm (Zhang et al., 2001) in conjunction
with manual editing. Streamlines transversing the exclusion mask were
excluded. Finally, streamlines transversing the GM-CSF surface were
terminated.
The retrograde tracer data was only available for intrahemispheric
connections, and hence the tractography was performed for the two
hemispheres separately.

2.4. Cortical parcellations and surfaces
2.4.1. Pre-processing
The intensities of mean b0 were inverted to better match intensities of
a T1w image. Subsequently, the intensity-swapped image was denoised
(Coupe et al., 2008) and bias-ﬁeld corrected Sled et al., 1998. The F99
atlas in vivo T1-weighted image was skull-stripped, using the FSL brain
extraction tool and the eyes were manually removed. Both images were
then linearly and nonlinearly warped to a reference space deﬁned by the
Paxinos atlas, using a combination of FLIRT, MINC tools, and Advanced
Normalization Tools (ANTs) (Avants et al., 2008). The surface extraction
process on the b0 image was performed in linear Paxinos reference space.
2.4.2. Surface extraction
Three surfaces were generated to be used in tractrography, i.e. the
WM-GM, GM-CSF and the middle cortical layer surfaces. The preprocessed mean b0 in Paxinos reference space was used to generate
cortical surfaces by applying Fast Accurate Cortex Extraction (FACE)
(2006; Eskildsen et al., 2005; Eskildsen and Ostergaard, 2007). Probability maps for white matter (WM), grey matter (GM), and cerebrospinal
ﬂuid (CSF) were calculated using a fuzzy clustering algorithm. The WM
probability map was thresholded, amended with a mask of deep GM
structures warped from the template, and topology corrected (Chen and
Wagenknecht, 2006). An initial surface was generated by applying
marching cubes on the resulting WM component (Lorensen and Cline,
1987). This initial WM surface was iteratively ﬁtted to the cortical
WM-GM interface. The resulting surface was subsequently ﬁtted to the
GM-CSF interface by inﬂating the surface as described in (Eskildsen and
Ostergaard, 2006). A surface estimating the middle cortical layer was
subsequently generated from the WM-GM surface and GM-CSF surface.
The ﬁnal WM-GM surface in native diffusion space contained 118,671
vertices in the left hemisphere and 121,818 vertices in the right
hemispheres.

2.6. SC graphs
2.6.1. The SC graph from tractography
Both WM and GM seeding strategies resulted in two SC matrices, A,
one for each hemisphere. The size of the SC matrices was determined by
the number of vertices on the WM-GM surface, yielding a
118,671  118,671 matrix for the left hemisphere and a
121,818  121,818 matrix for the right hemisphere. The SC matrices
obtained using WM seeding were symmetric due to the bidirectional
approach, whereas the SC matrices obtained from GM seeding were made
symmetric by taking the arithmetic mean of the streamline counts, i.e.
Aij þAji
2 .

The SC graphs were subsampled to the size of the tracer graph by
adding the number of streamlines connecting the vertices within the
regions deﬁned by the M132 parcellation. To investigate the effect of
thresholding the tractography, different streamline count thresholds
were applied to the SC graphs. The thresholds reﬂect percentiles of the
non-zero elements in the SC graphs. Thresholds of 0–80% with increment
of 20% were applied to the full resolution tractography graph, corresponding to setting the top 20–100% strongest connection weights to 1
and all other connections to 0. Because the streamline count thresholds
were applied before the subsampling, we obtained binary full resolution
graphs, which subsequently were subsampled to the size of the tracer
graph. This was done by summarizing the number of binary connections
between vertices belonging to each region of the tracer graph. The
weights of the tractography graph in the resolution of the tracer graph is
thus the number of vertices connecting each pair of regions deﬁned by

2.4.3. Cortical parcellation
As cortical parcellation, we used the M132 parcellation containing 91
cortical regions mapped to the left hemisphere of an individual macaque
(case M132). The M132 macaque was registered to the F99 atlas, using
landmark-based surface registration (Van Essen, 2002; Van Essen and
Dierker, 2007).
The F99 atlas mid-cortical surface was nonlinearly warped to Paxinos
reference space, using the previously calculated deformation ﬁeld from
the F99 atlas (Van Essen, 2002) to the b0 image in Paxinos reference
space. The mean b0 mid-cortical surface was then matched to the F99
atlas surface, using a feature-driven surface registration algorithm
(Eskildsen and Østergaard, 2008).
The M132 parcellation was mapped to the b0 image WM-GM surface
4
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graphs. Cross entropy is an information theoretic measure of the average
information needed to encode data from a “true” probability distribution
(FLNe tracer data) using a “surrogate” distribution (SC data). In other
words, cross entropy measures how close the estimated distribution is to
the true distribution. Cross entropy was calculated column-wise between
the SC graph subsampled to the size of the tracer graph and the tracer
graph. If the dMRI graph was not symmetric by generation, it was made
symmetric by taking the arithmetic mean before subsampling to the size
of the tracer graph. The cross entropy (H) was given by

the M132 parcellation and hence not the streamline counts from the
tractography.
When running tractography, different combinations of parameters
were investigated: Three b-values (1477, 4102 and 8040 s/mm2), three
directional protocols (20, 60 and 180 directions) with a number of
repeated excitations (NEX) (3, 2, and 2), three image resolutions (0.53
mm3, 1.03 mm3, 2.03 mm3), two seeding strategies (WM and GM seeding), two hemispheres, six streamline count thresholds, two step lengths,
as well as different a number of acquisition repetitions with different
SNR. This resulted in 3456 SC graphs to be validated against the tracer
graph.

!gt ! 
!gt 
!gt  ! 
X!gt ! 

H θ j ; θ j ¼ H θ j þ DKL θ j  θ j ¼ 
θ ij log θ ij ;

(1)

i

!gt
!gt
!gt  !
where Hð θ j Þ was the entropy of θ j , DKL ð θ j  θ j Þ was the Kullback-

2.6.2. The retrograde tract tracing graph
As a ground truth SC graph, we used a tracer connectivity dataset
collected in macaque monkeys by Markov et al. (2014), quantifying the
intrahemispheric interareal connectivity of the macaque cerebral cortex,
using retrograde tracer injections. Retrograde tracers were injected into
29 regions, and labeled neurons were counted in 91 regions, generating a
91  29 weighted and directed connectivity graph. The volume of the
injections varied across injection areas (0.1–0.6 μL) (Markov et al.,
2011). Brain regions were deﬁned by a reference atlas containing 91
cortical regions mapped to the left hemisphere of an individual macaque
(M132). Although tracers were injected in both hemispheres, Markov
et al. mapped all source and target (injection) sites to the left hemisphere.
The weights in the graph are the extrinsic fraction of labeled neurons
(FLNe). The FLNe value of an area was estimated by the number of
labeled neurons in that area relative to the total number of labeled
neurons excluding the labeled neurons intrinsic to the injected area
(Markov et al., 2011; Markov et al., 2014). That is,
FLNej ðiÞ ¼

Leibler divergence from the distribution of relative SC probabilities
!
derived from the SC graph, θ j to the distribution of relative tracer congt
!
nectivity probabilities θ j . The j index was the target region (columns in
the tracer graph), and the i index was the source region (rows in the
tracer graph). As can be observed from equation (1), the expression for
cross entropy is asymmetric in the sense that interchanging what is
considered the “true” and “surrogate” distribution in general changes the
cross entropy value. Choosing FLNe obtained from tracer data as the
“true” distribution makes it possible to compare different SC graphs’
ability to encode the tracer FLNe which would not be possible if interchanging the role of the tracer and tractography data, whereby the cross
entropy would exhibit differing off-sets depending on the complexity (i.e.
entropy) of the distribution of relative SC probabilities.
In order to quantify the cross entropy, the distribution of relative SC
!
probabilities θ j , which was unknown, needed to be estimated from the
!
SC graph. As cross entropy was not deﬁned in regions where θ ij was zero
(i.e., log(0) ¼ -∞), this distribution had to be robustly estimated. We
!
therefore inferred θ j , using Bayesian inference (Hinne et al., 2015). The
(prior) probability of a streamline reaching one of the cortical regions in
the M132 parcellation was modelled by a Dirichlet distribution with the
parameter !
α j deﬁned by the relative size of the cortical regions V, where
Vi refers to the size of source region i. The SC between a target region and
all source regions !
a j (where aij was the number of connections between
source region i and target region j) was modelled by a multinomial distribution, where each of the total of Nj connections between the sources
!
and target j had the probability distribution θ j . The generative model
was thus deﬁned by

jij
;
jkj  jjj

where |i| is the number of labeled neurons in the source area (from where
the projection originates), |k| is the total number of labeled neurons in
the brain, and |j| is the number of labeled neurons in the target area
(injection area, where the retrograde tracer is taken up by nerve endings). As the FLNe values are normalized by the total number of labeled
neurons in the brain (excluding the labeled neurons in the target area),
the number of labeled neurons from each injection area sum to one and
can thus be treated as a probability distribution. The FLNe values in the
tracer graph are assumed ground truth in our validation of SC graphs. The
tracer data have been obtained from http://core-nets.org.
2.7. Performance metrics for validation



V
!
αj ; !
α ij ¼ P i
θ j e Dir κ j !

(2)

!

!
a j eMult θ j ; Nj ;

(3)

’
i’ 6¼j V i

Three performance metrics were used to compare the estimated SC
graphs from tractography with the FLNe values of the tracer graph
considered as ground truth probabilistic connectivity estimates; cross
entropy, sensitivity, and speciﬁcity. Cross entropy takes the distribution
of FLNe values into account and is thereby used to assess the correspondence in weights between the tracer graph and the SC graphs. Cross
entropy is related to the Kullback-Leibler metric previously employed in
Pestilli et al. (2014). Sensitivity and speciﬁcity as proposed in Donahue
et al. (2016) threshold the FLNe values at zero corresponding to presence
or absence of connections, and is used to assess the overlap in binary
topology. Hence, the relative strengths of the tracer connections are not
considered in these latter two validation measures. All the considered
validation metrics were investigated for different streamline thresholds
and seeding strategies.

Where κ j was a scaling factor specifying the conﬁdence of the prior.
We learned κ j by exploiting that the Dirichlet distribution was con!
jugate to the Multinomial distribution such that θ j could be analytically
marginalized:


αj ¼
p !
a j jκj !

Z



! !  ! !  !
a j þ κj !
αj
Nj ! B !
Q


p a j j θ j p θ j jκ j α j d θ j ¼
B κj !
αj
i’ 6¼j ai’ j !

(4)

where B(.) is the multivariate beta function.
The value of κ j was then found empirically by optimizing the log of
α ÞÞ. In the optimization1
this marginalized distribution, i.e. logðpð!
a jκ !
j

2.7.1. Robust estimation of cross entropy
To evaluate the quality of the extracted SC graphs, we calculated the
cross entropy (Kullback and Leibler, 1951; Shannon, 1948) between the
tract tracing graph (Markov et al., 2014) based on the FLNe values,
!gt
denoted as θ j for a given target region j, and the corresponding SC

j

j

1
Optimization was performed using the minimum bound optimization
fminbnd in Matlab v. 8.5.1 (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, 2000).
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h

κ j was constrained to the interval 0;

P
i’ 6¼j

i

visible in the lower image resolution. However, at low image resolution,
anatomical features suffer from severe partial volume effects (PVE), e.g.
major WM structures such as corpus callosum (yellow arrows) are only
few voxels thick in the low image resolution (left) compared to the highresolution images (middle and right). Some ﬁne anatomical details
visible at the eight times higher image resolution are missing in the FA
map at low image resolution. Generally, larger tracts appear discontinuous at low image resolution and are often only one voxel thick as seen
for the corpus callosum (yellow arrows). Low angular resolution (right)
makes the FA map appear noisier compared to the FA map with higher
angular resolution at the same image resolution (middle).

ai’ j such that κj always was non-

negative and the prior never could have more inﬂuence than the diffusion data.
!
Using Bayes’ theorem, the posterior distribution of θ j was then given
by the Dirichlet distribution
 !  ! ! 



!
p !
a j j θ j p θ j jκ j α j
a j ; κj ; !
α j ¼ R  !  ! !  ! ¼ Dir !
a j þ κj !
αj
p θ j j!
p !
a j j θ j p θ j jκj α j d θ j

(5)

!
From this distribution, we used the expected value of θ j given by


!
θj





r j þ 1  wj !
αj
¼ wj !

(6)

3.1. Network similarity measured with cross entropy
The cross entropy between the SC graphs based on tractography and
the tracer graph when using WM seeding and without thresholding of the
full resolution SC graphs (i.e. using streamlines counts) is reported in
Fig. 3. Generally, more directions consistently improve cross entropy (i.e.
cross entropy decreases) between the graphs (3-factor repeated measures
ANOVA, F(1.041,29.144) ¼ 11.443, p ¼ 0.002), suggesting that angular
resolution is essential for the agreement between the SC graph and the
tracer graph. The interaction between the spatial (white vs. grey background in Fig. 3) and angular resolution is signiﬁcant (3-factor repeated
measures ANOVA, F(1.164,32.601) ¼ 15.412, p < 0.001). Furthermore,
the main effect of the b-value is not signiﬁcant (3-factor repeated measures ANOVA, F(1.483,41.520) ¼ 2.132, p ¼ 0.143), but the interaction
between the b-value and image resolution is (3-factor repeated measures
ANOVA, F(1.640,45.923) ¼ 8.457, p ¼ 0.001). These results suggest that
increasing angular resolution and b-value is more beneﬁcial for highresolution than for low-resolution data.
Interestingly, lower image resolution improves the cross entropy in all
parameter conﬁgurations (3-factor repeated measures ANOVA,
F(1,28) ¼ 10.278, p ¼ 0.003). Even for the combination of highest
angular resolution (180 directions) and highest b-value (b ¼ 8040 s/
mm2), the low image resolution-based networks outperform those
generated from the high image resolution. Results on different tractography thresholds are shown in SI, Fig. S3. When performing GM seeding
the same dependency on the acquisition parameters - image resolution,
angular resolution and b-value - is observed (results not shown).

as an estimate of the relative SC probabilities, where
P


ai’ j
’
V
a
αij ¼ P i ’ ; rij ¼ P ij ; wj ¼ P  i 6¼j
; 1  wj
þ κj
i’ 6¼j ai’ j
i’ 6¼j V i
i’ 6¼j ai’ j
κj
:
¼P  
þ κj
i’ 6¼j ai’ j
2.7.2. ANOVA analysis
A three-factor repeated measures ANOVA with Bonferroni correction
and Greenhouse-Geisser correction for sphericity was performed in SPSS
19 to investigate the effect of varying the b-value, image resolution and
angular resolution, as well as their interactions. The ANOVA was based
on the quantiﬁed cross entropy values and repeated for all target regions
(columns of the graphs).
2.7.3. Sensitivity and speciﬁcity
Sensitivity was deﬁned by the number of (binary, i.e. non-weighted)
links co-occurring in the tracer and tractography graphs divided by the
total number of connections in the tracer graph. Speciﬁcity was deﬁned
by the number of absent connections co-occurring in the tracer and
tractography graphs divided by the total number of absent connections in
the tracer graph. The full resolution diffusion graphs were thresholded at
different percentiles of non-zero elements in the diffusion graphs. The
binary counts in the full resolution graphs were summed according to the
cortical regions, corresponding to the size of the tracer graph (subsampling step).
The subsampled graphs were binarized, such that only information
about whether two regions were connected or not were kept. Subsequently, sensitivity and speciﬁcity were calculated between the thresholded and subsampled binary diffusion graph and the binary tracer graph
thresholded by FLNe>0. In the optimal case both sensitivity and speciﬁcity are 100%, but that is, unfortunately, rarely the case. Herein, we
deﬁne the balanced compromise between sensitivity and speciﬁcity as
the point where they are equal. Additionally, receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves were created. To create the ROC curves, the subsampled diffusion graphs were thresholded at different levels, from 0 to
100%, and the true positive rates (sensitivity) vs false positive rates (1speciﬁcity) were plotted. When calculating the ROC curves, the thresholds were applied to the subsampled graphs, e.g. the SC graphs with the
same size as the tracer graph. The thresholds were applied to the subsampled graph instead of to the full resolution SC graphs, as done in the
cross entropy analyses, due to computational limitations.

3.2. Interaction between SNR, image resolution and angular resolution
We then asked the question if the improved SC performance at the
lower image resolution compared with the higher resolution could be
explained by a higher SNR due to its larger voxel size. Rician noise, with a
standard deviation of 95, was added to the low image resolution images
to match the SNR of the high resolution (Gudbjartsson and Patz, 1995).
Fig. 4 shows the comparison of graphs obtained using high image resolution (0.53 mm3) and the low image resolution (1.03 mm3) with added
noise, and clearly, the agreement with the tracer graph decreases.
However, the graphs derived from the low image resolution images with
noise added are still in better agreement with the tracer graph. Independent of b-value and SNR matched image resolutions, the graphs from
the 20 directional protocol perform worse than graphs derived from
higher angular resolution data. Interestingly, low angular resolution have
a greater negative impact on the high image resolution graphs (white
background) than on the low image resolution graphs (grey background).
Since the total number of acquisitions, i.e. directions impact the SNR
hence cross entropy, we investigated the effect of having an identical
number of total acquisitions versus angular resolution. Fig. 5 shows, that
independent of image resolution it is always better to use more acquisitions to improve SNR. Additionally, more unique directions (e.g. 60 directions) compared to repetitions of fewer directions (e.g. 3  20
directions) is the best choice. Similar results are obtained for GM seeding.

3. Results
Ex vivo diffusion-weighted imaging of a Rhesus macaque brain was
obtained under different scanning parameters. Fig. 2 shows a color-coded
fractional anisotropy (FA) map for different combinations of angular and
image resolutions. Independent of the number of directions, the overall
gross anatomical structures that appear at high image resolution are also
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Fig. 2. Colour-coded fractional anisotropy (FA) map (red: left-right, green: anterior-posterior, blue: superior-inferior). The images are acquired with a b-value of
4102 s/mm2. Left: low image resolution (1.03 mm3) and 180 directions, middle: high image resolution (0.53 mm3) and 180 directions and right: high image resolution
(0.53 mm3) and 20 directions. Yellow arrows indicate midpoint of the corpus callosum.

Fig. 3. Cross entropy between tracer graph and diffusion graphs generated using different acquisition parameters and WM seeding. A low cross entropy represents a
high correspondence. The different colours indicate the three different b-values (red: 1477 s/mm2, blue: 4102 s/mm2, green: 8040 s/mm2), with darker nuances
indicating data from the left hemisphere, whereas bright colours indicate data from the right (fully intact) hemisphere. The background colour indicates the image
resolution, where high resolution is 0.53 mm3 (left white background), low resolution is 1.03 mm3 (grey background) and super low resolution is 2.03 mm3 (right white
background). The minimum value on the y-axis (2.17) indicates the entropy of the tracer graph, hence the height of the bars is the KL divergence.

Fig. 4. Comparison of high image resolution data (0.53 mm3) with low SNR (18.22  1.07) and low image resolution data (1.03 mm3) with added noise to simulate the
SNR of the high image resolution data (SNR ¼ 18.31  0.91). The different colours show different b-values (red: 1477 s/mm2, blue: 4102 s/mm2, green: 8040 s/mm2).
Dark colours show the results from the left hemisphere and bright colours show the results from the right (intact) hemisphere. WM seeding is performed.

Fig. 5. Comparison of graphs derived from data acquired with various number of acquisitions and/or number of excitations (NEX) for a shell. Results for high and low
image resolution data, i.e. 0.53 and 1.03 mm3 respectively. The different colours show different b-values (red: 1477 s/mm2, blue: 4102 s/mm2, green: 8040 s/mm2).
Dark colours show the results from the left hemisphere and bright colours show the results from the right (intact) hemisphere. WM seeding is performed.
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that the sensitivity and speciﬁcity characteristics are optimal around
60–64% independent of acquisition parameters, i.e., image resolution,
the b-value, but also the angular resolution. We investigated if the difference between the sensitivity/speciﬁcity results and the cross entropy
results can be explained by binarizing the tracer graph. Increasing the
threshold of the tracer graph, i.e. FLNe > [0, 25, 50, 75]% of the FLNe
counts, resulted in link densities of [67, 50, 33, 17]%. The sensitivity and
speciﬁcity increase for increasing threshold of the tracer graph, independent of scan parameters (Fig. 8). By increasing the threshold of the
tracer graph, the low image resolution (E-H) compared with the higher
(A-D) improves the false positive rate (FPR), i.e. [38, 35, 30, 26]% versus
[39, 37, 34, 28]%. By calculating the AUC scores, we ﬁnd that the low
image resolution performs slightly better than the high image resolution,
corresponding to our ﬁndings using cross entropy. The contrast between
the image resolutions is, however, greater when using cross entropy. ROC
curves for the left hemisphere show the same trend, but the AUC scores
are in general lower (results not shown).

3.3. Interaction between image resolution and the step size in the
tractography
Finally, we explored if the better correspondence with tracer data
using the low-compared to the high image resolution (although a
matched SNR) can be explained by fewer steps in the tractography
needed to connect cortical regions. The step size was changed from ¼ of
the voxel size, i.e. 0.125 mm and 0.25 mm, to be ﬁxed independent of
voxel size. The results are shown in Fig. 6. Large (0.25 mm) step length,
independent of the other parameters (image resolution, angular resolution, and b-value), increases the agreement with the tracer graph. The
results also show that the cross-entropy derived from the high image
resolution is higher than (or are at least on par with) the cross-entropy
derived from the low image resolution with added noise.
3.4. Partial volume effects (PVE) impact SC
Due to the incisions, i.e. small cuts, made to some occipital WM
connections when removing the brain from the scull in the left hemisphere (Fig. S1), the right hemisphere generally shows a higher agreement with the tracer graph (Figs. 2–5, left hemisphere narrower bars with
darker color nuances). However, lowering the image resolution to an
even coarser image resolution, i.e. 2.03 mm3, results in the left hemisphere starting to align with the (fully intact) right hemisphere due to
severe PVE that reduces the isotropic contribution at the incision (Fig. 3).

3.6. Seeding strategies: GM versus WM seeding
SC graphs are based upon the use of both WM seeding and GM
seeding, and the analyses are repeated for both seeding strategies. The
effect of seeding strategy has minimal inﬂuence on the cross entropy
results (results not shown). Similarly, the points where the sensitivity and
speciﬁcity curves are crossing (i.e. optimal balance) remains constant,
independent of seeding strategy, but the streamline count threshold
changes (results not shown).

3.5. Sensitivity and speciﬁcity

4. Discussion

Fig. 7 shows the sensitivity and speciﬁcity for all combinations of
parameters, using WM seeding in the right (intact) hemisphere. Fig. 7
illustrates that for all combinations of parameters the balanced
compromise between sensitivity and speciﬁcity is around 60–64%,
except for the combination of high b-value (b ¼ 8040 s/mm2), low
angular resolution (20 directions), and high image resolution (0.53 mm3)
where it is not deﬁned (Fig. 7 top left). Interestingly, if the angular resolution is high enough, the sensitivity and speciﬁcity curves become
independent of the other scan parameters (image resolution and b-value),
but dependent on the streamline count threshold. Results for the left
hemisphere show the same trend (results not shown). Similarly, we see
that the Pearson linear correlation and the Spearman rank correlation
between the FLNe values in the tracer graph and the counts in the SC
graphs based on tractography are very dependent on the streamline count
threshold (SI, Figs. S4 and S5). For some thresholds, the performance of
the graphs are independent of the scanning parameters (e.g. spearman
rank correlation without thresholding; Fig. S5, top row). Also, when
varying the threshold the best performing combination of parameters
change. This is, in contradiction to the results, obtained using cross entropy, where the ranking of the graphs stayed constant when applying
different streamline count thresholds.
The ROC curves shown in Fig. 8 (A, E) support the ﬁndings in Fig. 7

We have systematically quantiﬁed the extent to which SC graphs
derived from tractography are dependent on the acquisition parameters;
b-value, image resolution, and angular resolution. However, the results
were largely dependent on the performance metric used and whether it
used thresholding for binarization or not i.e. ROC or cross-entropy similarity measures. We ﬁnd that networks generated from low, but not too
low, image resolution datasets better agree with ground truth than
graphs derived from a dataset with eight times higher image resolution
which have a correspondingly lower SNR. Interestingly, this result holds
for any combination of b-values, angular resolution, and seeding strategy, although low angular resolution exhibits the worst performance.
Even though ﬁner anatomical details are available at higher image resolutions (Dyrby et al., 2014; Schilling et al., 2017; Sotiropoulos et al.,
2013), the better performance of the low image resolution graphs suggests that the SC is driven by gross brain structures i.e. bigger sized tracts.
These bigger tracts are expected to be present at the lower image resolution data, which also beneﬁts of higher SNR where SC analysis performs better. Thus, our results suggest that an improvement in the image
resolution is not guaranteed to improve SC analysis if it does not change
the geometrical representation of brain connections and ensures

Fig. 6. Comparison of graphs derived from data with similar SNR and using the same step length in the tractography. The different colours show different b-values
(red: 1477 s/mm2, blue: 4102 s/mm2, green: 8040 s/mm2). Dark colours show the results from the left hemisphere and bright colours show the results from the right
(intact) hemisphere. WM seeding is performed.
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Fig. 7. Sensitivity and speciﬁcity versus streamline count threshold in percentage of maximum count value for different combinations of b-value (different colours),
angular resolution (different columns), and image resolutions (different rows). Results are obtained using WM seeding and shown for the right hemisphere only. The
intersections between the sensitivity and speciﬁcity curves indicate a balanced compromise between sensitivity and speciﬁcity. The balanced compromise between
sensitivity and speciﬁcity is maintained at 60–64% for all combinations of parameters, except for the combination of high image resolution (0.53 mm3), high b-value
(8040 s/mm2) and low angular resolution (20 directions).

Fig. 8. ROC curves for the right (intact) hemisphere derived from high resolution (0.53 mm3) images (A–D) and low resolution (1.03 mm3) images (E–H), using WM
seeding. The columns show the ROC curves when different thresholds of FLNe counts are used to binarize the tracer graph. The thresholds are: (A,E) FLNe>0% as
traditionally used, (B,F) FLNe>25%, (C,G) FLNe>50% and (D,H) FLNe>75%. The angular resolution is 180 directions and the colours show different b-values (red:
1477, blue: 4102, green: 8040). The stars indicate the balanced compromise between sensitivity and speciﬁcity, and the higher the threshold, the better the performance, especially for the low image resolution. TPR: True positive rate, FPR: False positive rate.
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seen in the higher image resolution. In agreement with our results, when
SNR is limited, the higher image resolution is not guaranteed to reconstruct much ﬁner detailed ﬁber conﬁgurations than the low image resolution with a high SNR. Interestingly, this suggests that when mapping a
structural connectome, one should use an image resolution that allows
detection of the major ﬁber bundles which also ensures a high SNR, while
prioritizing high angular resolution data acquisition. However, there may
exist a yet unknown relation between image resolution, size of ﬁber
bundles, and the size of the tracer graph. Larger ﬁber bundles can
intermingle in a dense parallel funnel, i.e., a bottleneck region through
which their true projection can be a challenge to follow (Maier-Hein
et al., 2017; Sarubbo et al., 2019). Similarly, we demonstrated that
lowering the image resolution increases the risk of severe partial volume
effects (PVE) where new connections (false positives) also can appear by
tractography “jumping” between neighbouring connections. For
example, the incision in the left occipital cortex physically separated
occipital connections in visual cortex. These connections are clearly
disrupted when tracking in high image resolution, but not in low image
resolution. However, when comparing the intact hemisphere with the
one with the incision, only minor differences are seen in sensitivity and
speciﬁcity (results not shown). The reason could be that sensitivity and
speciﬁcity do not take the strength of the connections into account, but
only use the binary information whether a connection is present or absent. Hence, if just a few streamlines cross the incision, the regions are
still considered connected at low thresholds. In contrast, cross entropy
uses the weights of the connections and these results show that the intact
hemisphere outperforms the hemisphere with the incision.
The sufﬁcient image resolution for tractography and SC is an open
question, but appears to be related to its cross-sectional size and organisation. The image resolution, obtainable with MRI, may not easily solve
the complexity of ﬁber organisation (Schilling et al., 2017), so the actual
question is how larger axonal bundles are organised, into which tracers
provide insights (Schmahmann and Pandya, 2009).

improved SNR (see discussion in Dyrby et al., 2014). It should be
emphasized that SC analysis presented here is different from tract “segmentation” analysis. SC analysis focus on the connectivity e.g. streamline
counts at source and target regions, without much focus on the trajectory,
whereas tract segmentation focus on correct delineation of the shape and
trajectory of a tract and is sensitive to image resolution (Maier-Hein et al.,
2017; Vos et al., 2016). For broad use of a dMRI dataset, it should always
be acquired with the highest possible image resolution in relation to SNR
and angular resolution. Down-sampling methods can be applied as a
post-processing step (as done here) if a lower image resolution optimizes
the SC analysis results.
4.1. The impact of angular resolution, SNR and b-value
We ﬁnd that more angular directions are always to be preferred, independent of the other parameters. This agrees with the results by
(Tournier et al., 2012), who recommends using as high an angular resolution as scan time allows. However, the question may rise whether the
improved performance of the higher angular resolution data simply is
due to a higher SNR because it has more acquisitions than the low
angular resolution data (Zhan et al., 2010). We show that this is not the
case. Too low an angular resolution cannot be compensated by increased
SNR. To make the graphs comparable, we compared an equal number of
acquisitions, i.e. the average of three repeats of 20 directions versus one
with 60 directions (Fig. 5). For high image resolution, increased SNR
obtained by averaging multiple repetitions increases the agreement with
the tracer graph, but does not outperform the graphs with similar SNR
generated using a higher angular resolution. However, for low image
resolution data, where partial volumes of multiple ﬁber populations are
more prominent, high angular resolution signiﬁcantly improves the
result.
Graphs based on high b-value datasets beneﬁt more from high
angular resolution than the graphs acquired using low b-values. A
possible explanation is that the estimated orientation distributions get
more peaked when increasing the b-value and therefore more directions
are needed to describe the distributions (Dyrby et al., 2011; Frank, 2002,
2001; Xie et al., 2015). By increasing the b-value, signal contributions
from the extracellular space contribute decrease, resulting in broadening
of the ﬁber orientation proﬁle and thereby suppressing uncertainties in
the streamline tracking. However, it should be noted that the interaction
effect between b-value and angular resolution was not found to be
signiﬁcant.
An explanation why angular resolution is a key parameter over image
resolution and SNR may be found in how streamlines are drawn stepwise
in the current tractography methods. Theoretically, the low-resolution
images contain the same anatomical (directional) anisotropic diffusivity information within a voxel as the high-resolution images, except
that the ﬁber orientation information is merged into fewer voxels.
Therefore, a multi-ﬁber reconstruction method can, within a voxel,
extract the same (multiple) major ﬁber directions in the low resolution
images as are distributed over several voxels in the higher resolution
images. However, ﬁber reconstruction methods all constrain the reconstructed ﬁber directions to the geometrical center of a voxel. This means
that although similar multi-ﬁber directions can be reconstructed at the
lower image resolution with high SNR, some spatial information will be
lost if the underlying anatomy, i.e. axonal bundles, at the higher image
resolution has a different projection through the geometrical center of
the low image resolution voxel.
In the generation of connectomes, we generally track the major ﬁber
bundles. This suggests that only a few voxels covering the cross-sectional
area of the major ﬁber bundles are needed for consistent tractography as
long as we can reconstruct the complex ﬁber conﬁgurations as seen in the
higher resolutions (Dyrby et al., 2014). The SNR is the key parameter for
robust disentangling of the voxel-wise complex (multi) ﬁber conﬁgurations (Froeling et al., 2016). At lower image resolution we get higher SNR
which makes it possible to reconstruct the detailed ﬁber conﬁgurations as

4.2. Limitations of the tracer graph
The effective image resolution of tractography may also be closely
linked to the size of the tracer graph. The analyses performed in the
present study may be challenged by the coarse resolution of the M132
parcellation. The substantial subsampling of the tractography graph may
limit the amount of information we can extract from the diffusion data,
complicating appropriate comparison of different settings. Furthermore,
the coarse resolution of the M132 parcellation can potentially be a factor
favouring graphs derived from low resolution images over those derived
from the high image resolution. This limitation may be overcome by an
even more comprehensive tracer graph than the one provided by Markov
et al., 2014. However, the tracer graph by Markov et al. is the most
detailed tracer connectivity study in monkeys currently available. As
€sche et al. (2015), invasive tracers have their own
discussed in Kno
challenges, such that not all neurons are labeled within an injected brain
region, making the tracer more of a “silver” than a gold standard (see also
(Dyrby et al., 2018) for a review). Another limitation of the tracer graph
is that it is only available for intra-hemispheric connections. Hence,
long-range inter-hemispheric connections also known to be challenging
to track are not considered in the analysis. Thus, the performance metrics
may represent an upper bound for whole-brain connectome reconstruction. Furthermore, the tractography graph is symmetric by construction
whereas the tracer graph is asymmetric.
4.3. The impact of step length, seeding strategy and streamline count
threshold
We ﬁnd that the integration step length in the tractography inﬂuence
the result and that larger step lengths improve the results. This is in
agreement with Dauguet et al. (2007) and Tournier et al. (2012) who
recommend using the largest step length that provides sufﬁcient
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tractography bias improve the SC graph, independent upon the performance metric used. Algorithms, besides from exploring image resolution,
could include topological (Innocenti et al., 2019; Sarubbo et al., 2019)
and multimodal microstructure informed tracking (Daducci et al., 2016).
Indeed, we only applied the FSL tractography method, but to our
knowledge, no generally used tractography method that outperform all
others exist (Kn€
osche et al., 2015; Maier-Hein et al., 2017; Schilling et al.,
2019). Therefore, our results are believed to be generally representative
to the challenges of the research ﬁeld, including in vivo human as ex vivo
dMRI is translational to human. Finally, we applied the comprehensive
acquisition parameter space to a single ex vivo monkey brain only.
However, since we investigated differences between different acquisition
parameters within a subject, more subjects are expected to lead to the
same overall conclusions, assuming that subjects have similar anatomy.
This is also supported by the ﬁndings by Donahue et al. (2016), who get
similar results in different monkeys.

accuracy. However, a tractography parameter not explored herein is the
maximum turning angle. When adjusting the step size in the tractography, the maximum turning angle is not changed. This means that when
the step size is decreased, the streamlines can make much sharper turns.
This could have an impact on the results for different step sizes (Fig. 6).
Furthermore, we ﬁnd that the seeding strategy has a minimal impact on
the graph performance which is in agreement with some previous ﬁndings (Donahue et al., 2016), but in contradiction to others (Buchanan
et al., 2014). Li et al. have found that when using WM seeding, the graphs
are biased towards long ﬁber tracts, because larger tracts contain more
seed voxels than short pathways, whereas GM tractography is biased
towards short pathways (Li et al., 2011). Thus, the SC graphs are sparser
when using GM seeding compared to WM seeding. This implies, that
lower streamline count thresholds are needed to ensure a balanced
compromise between sensitivity and speciﬁcity when performing GM
seeding compared to WM seeding (WM seeding: Fig. 7, GM seeding: results not shown). Despite this, we observed a sustained balanced
compromise between sensitivity and speciﬁcity at 60–64% in agreement
with other studies that uses the same tracer material and analyses
(Donahue et al., 2016). However, our results show that the streamline
count threshold ensuring a balanced compromise between sensitivity and
speciﬁcity depends on the data acquisition parameters, except for the
combination of the lowest angular resolution and the highest b-value.
Here, a high b-value provides ﬁner angular information, which cannot be
captured with low angular resolution and compensated by a higher SNR.

5. Conclusion
The cross entropy was used as a similarity measure to evaluate how
scanning parameters impact the SC analysis. Lower image resolution can
improve the agreement between SC graphs from postmortem monkey
brains and a tracer graph mapped onto the M132 cortical parcellation.
This suggests that SC is dominated by major tracts that also are present at
the lower image resolution which also beneﬁts of a higher SNR. However,
since the tracer data only provides a spatial distribution of labeled neurons
in cortical source and target regions and not the axonal trajectories, we
cannot verify the geometrical shapes i.e. sizes of labeled tracts. Similarly,
we ﬁnd that high angular resolution and high SNR compared to b-value
are important parameters for SC. Interestingly, independent of the
different scanner parameter settings, the balanced compromise between
sensitivity and speciﬁcity remains constant around 60–64% but appears as
a lower bound dependent upon the selected tracer graph threshold.
Hence, using performance metrics like the ROC curves that are based on
thresholded graphs one may risk to loose information in the comparison of
tractography and tracer data. Finally, we ensured that the scanning parameters applied to the ex vivo monkey brain are translational to an in vivo
human brain in terms of image resolution, b-value, and angular resolution.
We therefore expect that our ﬁndings are translational.

4.4. Performance metrics
Other studies validating brain networks used various performance
metrics when comparing tracer and tractography graphs using e.g. accuracy (percentage of correctly determined binary connections) (Azadbakht et al., 2015), correlation between FLNe and FSe (fraction of
streamlines connecting two areas relative to the number of streamlines
extrinsic to those areas) (Donahue et al., 2016) or correlation between
number of streamlines and FLNe (van den Heuvel et al., 2015). As performance metrics, we used cross entropy and ROC, and found large differences in the results. The cross entropy was applied between FLNe
(fraction of labeled counted neurons extrinsic to the target region) distribution and the connectivity distribution quantiﬁed from streamline
tractography by Bayesian inference. Cross entropy uses all the information (weights) available in the graphs, i.e. no need for thresholding. The
cross entropy results show that thresholding the tractography graph has
minimal effect on the overall cross entropy result, i.e. the ranking of the
graphs. The ROC analysis that is a widely used performance metric,
compares binarized graphs by thresholding both the tracer and the
tractography graph. Surprisingly, the ROC results did not show dependence on any scanning parameters when thresholding the tracer graph by
whether a connection exists or not (i.e. FLNe>0). Only by increasing the
tracer graph threshold the balance between sensitivity and speciﬁcity
increased. Hence, our results suggest that important information in SC
analyses risks to be lost if using performance metrics based on binarization of the tracer graph that is assumed to be the gold standard.
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